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These women no longer wait for redemption.
They take it.

Gerald von Foris

Anna Neata studies Language Arts at the University
of Applied Arts in Vienna. Her play Oxytocin Baby
was awarded the Hans Gratzer Stipend of the Vienna
Schauspielhaus and Walkthrough 89 won her the
playwright stipend of the Austrian O�ce of the
Federal Chancellor. This is her �rst novel.

Burden

Elli, born in 1928, witnesses an illegal abortion in the midst
of World War II. A disturbing, formative experience. As much
in love as naïve, she plunges into marriage with Alexander at
the beginning of the 1950s, of which little more remains a�er
a short time than their daughter Alexandra - because happiness

is a bird. Alexandra rescues herself from an unhappy
relationship in the turbulent seventies when she decides
against having a child. Her best friend throughout her life,
Hannes, is one of the few who stands by her side and later
becomes perhaps her last love. Alexandra's second marriage
to Milan is at least super�cially happier. Her daughter Eva is
born in 1986. Hannes' son Konrad and Eva, like their parents,
will always be close to each other, even when Eva sinks into
depression a�er an abortion in the early 2000s. Eva is the �rst
of the three, who dares to raise questions and wants to know
the truth even when it hurts. She is the �rst to confront the
biographical similarities in her family.

Anna Neata tells of unlived lives, vain hopes, and the unique
solidarity among women over a period of 80 years, creating a
great family novel only the 21st century could write.

The novel combines the emotional quality of Daniela Krien, a
style that draws you in like Sally Rooney's, and the hardness
of life as you �nd it so poignantly described in the novels by
So�e Oksanen. 

Rights sold to:
Romania (TREI)

English
Sample
Available

Anna Neata | Burden
Ullstein Hardcover  | Upmarket �ction  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 22,99 €  | 368 Pages  |
Published: 31.08.2023 Available as e-book
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A café, its patrons and their stories.

© Urban Zintel

Robert Seethaler's books have been translated into
over 40 languages. With his novel A Whole Life he was
shortlisted for the International Booker Prize. He
lives in Berlin and Vienna.

Selected for New Books In German. 

A Café Without Name

Vienna, 1966. Robert Simon is in his early thirties and works
at the traditional Carmelite Market. He lives a simple life; he
has no big ambitions and appreciates how predictable his
routine is. 

But as the city emerges from its slumber 20 years a�er the
war, the sparks of change and possibility ignite him. Insecure
yet determined, he rents a shop and opens a café in one of the
city’s poorest quarters. He does not have much to o�er, yet
people come by, bringing their stories of passion, longing,
friendship, and death. Some are looking for company, others
are trying to �nd love, and as the city around them becomes
busier and busier, Simon's life transforms as well.

With his new novel, Robert Seethaler returns to the setting of
his great success Der Tra�kant. With a cast of unforgettable
characters and an electrifying sense for the details of life, he
tells how a new world emerges that, like everything new,
already carries its end within itself.

"That's the impressive thing about Robert Seethaler:

the visible is not everything. You almost want to

advise to read his books in the dark, with your eyes

closed." - Florence Noiville, Le Monde   

"Seethaler is a master of unsentimental simplicity, of

the moment, of the ephemeral, everything �oats,

everything is easy." - Elke Heidenreich, Focus

Rights sold to:
France (Sabine Wespieser éditeur) | Netherlands (Uitgeverij
De Bezige Bij) | Italy (Neri Pozza) | China (Rentian Ulus)

English
Sample
Available

Robert Seethaler | A Café Without Name
Claassen  | Literar y Fiction  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 24,00 €  | 288 Pages  |
Published: 26.04.2023 Available as e-book
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A woman exhausted by the work of
emancipation and love.

© Urban Zintel

Antonia Baum is a writer and journalist. She has
written three novels and most recently two books of
non-�ction: a memoir on motherhood and a
personal inventor y of Eminem's work. Siegfried is
her �rst book published by Claassen Verlag.

Winner of the Wortspiele-Award

Siegfried

A woman – mother, partner, breadwinner – decides to admit
herself to the psychiatric ward one day. She has had a �ght
with her partner, the following morning she wakes up with
the sound of sirens in her head and the conviction that her
stepfather has died even though nothing suggests he did.
Now she must start the day. She has to dress her daughter,
remember everything, clean up the apartment and her life.
But fears lurk everywhere: money, deadlines, the
relationship, nothing is under control. And above all, she
fears for her stepfather’s life. He framed the world for her and
assigned her a place in it. In the mental hospital, she thinks,
there will be someone to tell her what her problem is. She
might disappear and be muted, but she will �nally be allowed
to rest.

Siegfried is a novel about old orders and new demands, about
violence and the silence concealing it, about a post-war order
marked by fear and the education of emotions that we have yet
to overcome.

Sweepingly intimate yet with an urgent political dimension,
this is for readers of Sheila Heti’s Motherhood and Ottessa
Moshfehg’s My Year of Rest and Relaxation.

"Page a�er page unfold that behind what seems like

an ideal at �rst glance lurks a story of violence and

silence. You feel as if in a vortex, spinning in circles

and slowly being pulled into the disaster." - SWR

"As warm and cold as Germany. A novel you won't

forget." - Maxim Biller

"Siegfried is the self-made man of the old West, who

still haunts children and grandchildren today. A

brilliant exorcism of ghosts!" - Daniela Dröscher

English
Sample
Available

Antonia Baum | Siegfried
Claassen  | Literar y Fiction  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 24,00 €  | 256 Pages  |
Published: 23.02.2023 Available as e-book
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"A book like a fairy tale. Sad, fantastic,
wonderful." Maxim Biller

© Rafaela Pröll

Samuel Finzi, born in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, in 1966, is
one of the most sought-a�er actors in Europe today
and has appeared in over 150 �lm productions. For
his outstanding work in �lm and theater, he has
been enthusiastically acclaimed by critics and
audiences alike and has received numerous awards,
including Actor of the Year, the German Acting
Award and the Gertrud Eysoldt Ring.

The Book Of Samuel

Bulgaria in the 1970s. In the midst of socialism, the Finzis - a
bunch of truly unique characters - lead the life of the Bohème.
There is the elegant grandfather, who was able to save his hats
from the times of the tsar. The tough grandmother Mathilda
survived the Stalinist psychiatry including electric shocks and
ice water. The mother, who knows how to draw all the
lightness of the dolce vita from a slice of Parma ham. And the
father, who opens the door to freedom for his son on a trip to
the West. A trip that sets the path for young Samuel and his
desire to �nd happiness beyond the narrow con�nes of
home.

With furious wit and great warmth, Samuel Finzi tells of the
paradise of childhood and the revolt of youth. He interweaves
the past and the present and writes quite incidentally about a
successful life in the wrong system.

Everyone who doesn't know the actor Samuel Finzi will
equally be swept up by this beautifully heartbreaking family
story. 

Samuel Finzi | The Book Of Samuel
Ullstein Hardcover  | Memoir  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 22,99 €  | 224 Pages  |
Published: 30.03.2023 Available as e-book
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A woman in grief alone in a new country
looking for seclusion and finding a new
beginning. 

© Sven Heuchert

Sven Heuchert lives near Cologne. His two noir
novels Dunkels Gesetz and Alte Erde were received
enthusiastically by the German press. The Weight of It

All is his literar y debut.

The Weight of It All

Everyone has their bundle to carry, but the weight of it all is
borne by the mother alone. Milla has retreated to Canada a�er
the suicide of her son. She has given up her hauler company
and le� the man she spent half her life with. In an old house
surrounded by untamed nature, she tries to move on. She
meets Russ, an antiques dealer whose life, like hers, is
marked by a deep pain. A kind of relationship that is at once
more and less than friendship develops between them. Until
their paths part again.

In crystal-clear prose, Sven Heuchert tells the universal story
of loss, grief, and new beginnings. In a world that no longer
holds any promise of salvation, but instead the real chance to
regain one's footing. Dense and atmospheric with authentic
characters against the backdrop of the vast Canadian
wilderness.

"(...) Heuchert is interested in the e�ect of solitude and

of an unruly nature, which he depicts with

astonishing linguistic precision. In his spare, dense

prose, even gas stations become places of a nature that

embraces the human creature indi�erently and for that

very reason provides something like consolation. Denis

Johnson would have liked that." - Gunter Blank, Rolling

Stone

"Milla and Russ are like two pebbles in troubled

water. Fleetingly, we witness their paths, then they

lose themselves in nature, for which Heuchert �nds

images that settle in as if we ourselves had been along

for the ride." - Oliver Creutz, Stern

"Sven Heuchert commands his means very purposely,

he can dose and endow his characters beyond

sympathy, pity, or dislike with above all a sad

aliveness." - Peter Körte, FAZ, on Alte Erde

Sven Heuchert | The Weight of It All
Ullstein Hardcover  | Literar y Fiction  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 22,99 €  | 192 Pages  |
Published: 23.02.2023 Available as e-book
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His first love. Her last. A tender story of
happiness found in unexpected places. 

Jürgen Grünwald

Martin Ehrenhauser is a former Member of the
European Parliament and non-�ction author. His
publications and investigative research have led to
international media coverage (including The
Guardian, Financial Times, Weltwoche, Die Presse).
He has written numerous guest commentaries for
German and Austrian daily and weekly newspapers.
The ARTE documentar y Money Bots is based on his
book of the same name. He lives in Brussels and
Linz.

The Lover

Monsieur Haslinger works as a chaplain in the picturesque
old town of Brussels where he lives a very secluded life. Until
Madame Janssen moves into the house next door and pulls
him out of his shell with her joie de vivre. The two share a
love of all things green, stimulating conversation, and good
food. Madame Janssen �nally expresses how much she likes
the attractive clergyman and asks him to travel with her to the
North Sea. The celibate Monsieur Haslinger has never
expected this to happen but they fall in love. For him, it is the
�rst time, but for Madame Janssen, it is the last. She has not
told him that she has come to the vacation spot of her
childhood to die. Monsieur Haslinger, who truly loves a
woman for the �rst time in his life, remains at her side.

Deep emotions don’t get less intense with old age just
because loss becomes unavoidable. And it is never too late for
that one love. A book that celebrates caring for others. For the
readers of Carsten Henn, Éric-Emmanuel Schmitt, Francois
Lelord, and Nicolas Barreau.

"A truly charming story about love. With French �air,

poetic, tender, wise." - Carsten Henn

"Martin Ehrenhauser is a true storyteller, you are

immediately drawn into his world. Lightness,

intelligence, and depth are elegantly intertwined." -

Martin Hielscher

"A touching text about two people who have already

gone through a lot in life, but still dare to do

something together. How a�ectionate, how funny, and

how clever one can tell the story of saying goodbye." -

Sandra Ho�mann

Martin Ehrenhauser | The Lover
List Hardcover  | Upmarket Fiction  | Hardcover  | 125 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 20,99 €  | 208 Pages  |
Published: 27.04.2023 Available as e-book
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We can't wait for The Morning to come: The
prelude to the new thriller series by Marc Raabe

Hans Scherhaufer

Marc Raabe built up a TV and media production
company before deciding on life as a writer in 2021
when he started the Art Mayer-series. His bestsellers
are published in more than 10 languages. His tools
of the trade are cinematic stor ytelling, editing
techniques, cli�angers, and psychology. The
result: a fast-paced cerebral cinema with depth. Like
his investigators, Raabe breaks rules sometimes.

The Morning

In the early morning snow �urry at Berlin's Victory Column,
an abandoned pickup truck blocks the busy roundabout. In
the back of the truck, the police discovers a half-naked female
corpse. Someone has written something on her body in red
paint - the Chancellor's private address.

The Federal Criminal Police is alarmed. The dead woman is
the wife of the Minister of Health. What nobody knows
o�cially: it is the second corpse marked with the address. At
the crime scene, the inexperienced and ambitious detective
candidate Nele Tschaikowski meets the notorious investigator
Art Mayer. The former model o�cer Art Mayer has become an
outcast. But the police know about his private connection to
the Chancellor that goes way back to their childhood, and
desperately want him on the case.

While Art and Nele get to work and establish a connection to
a fourteen-year-old cold case, Berlin goes crazy over the hunt
for the murderer, especially when the explosive details of the
crime are leaked to a whistle-blowing platform.

"I write late into the night so that my books will rob

your sleep" - Marc Raabe

"Without a doubt, Marc Raabe is one of Germany's

best thriller authors." - Krimi- Couch

English
Sample
Available

Marc Raabe | The Morning
Ullstein Paperback  | Thriller  | Paperback  | 135 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-�����-���-�  | Price D: 17,99 €  | 592 Pages  |
Published: 30.03.2023 Available as e-book
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Two agents chase the dangerous eco-terrorist
hacker collective Act Now Or Die.

© �ownmar y - Studio
für Gestaltung

Matthias Elling is a thriller writer. He lives in
Southern Germany. 

Trance

A hacker collective radicalized in the �ght against climate
change plans a fatal attack that will cost many lives. Their
weapon: a coded song that will immediately drive anyone
who hears it to commit suicide. If their demands are not met
within a deadline, the hackers are prepared to broadcast their
song of death globally. BND agent Danny Erichsen, who
himself barely survived an assassination attempt by the
group, hunts down the puppet masters. He is assisted by a
headstrong ex-agent who lost her hearing during a mission
many years ago. But soon the hacker group is not the agents'
only adversary ... and the set deadline is coming closer and
closer.

A hard-hitting, red-hot, fast-paced thriller with grim humor
for readers of David Gilman and David Klass.

Matthias Elling | Trance
Ullstein Taschenbuch  | Thriller  | Taschenbuch  | 120 × 187 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 12,99 €  | 400 Pages  |
Published: 29.06.2023 Available as e-book
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New setting, new story - but always the feeling
of coming home. A new sweeping novel by the
beloved Juliana Weinberg

© Fotostudio Backofen

Juliana Weinberg lives with her husband and
children in the beautiful parts of South West
Germany. In addition to her passion for writing, she
�nds great ful�llment in her daily job as a teacher.

The Children of the Airlift

Berlin 1948 - a tumultous place. The city is scarred by the war,
the black market �ourishes and everyone is trying to survive.
A�er the Western Allies introduce a new currency, West
Berlin is sealed o�. Widowed Nora barely manages to provide
her children with enough food, let alone herself. Her husband
has been missing for years. Nora's desperation grows with
each day but she doesn't stop �ghting until she �nally �nds
work as a translator for the U.S. Allies at Tempelhof Airport.
Providing translations for an important major, she �nds
herself in the midst of a heated political situation. Equally
heated is the situation among the female sta� as most of them
would do anything to marry an o�cer and escape the di�cult
living conditions. Nora, however, is trying to stay focused on
her job but she can't deny her feelings for an American pilot,
Matthew, who helps her with food for her family. Torn
between feelings of guilt for her missing husband and the
hope of providing a better life for her children, she needs to
make a decision. Before she can tell Matthew her decision, he
crashes his raisin bomber out of the sky. Matthew recovers
from his accident but life doesn't make it easy and the two
need to overcome a few more obstacles before they can be
happily together.

Juliana Weinberg | The Children of the Airlift
Ullstein Taschenbuch  | Women's �ction  | Paperback  | 135 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  | Price D: 14,99 €  | 448 Pages  |
Published: 27.04.2023 Available as e-book
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The laugh out loud funny and cry your eyes out
romantic story of two imaginary and two (or
three) real weddings.

© Privat

Kyra Groh likes to claim that she has no other talents
besides writing - which is why, besides publishing
romance novels, she also works full-time as a
copywriter. She has a weakness for good food,
Instagram, and pictures of good food on Instagram.
She also loves nested sentences, peanut butter,
Net�ix, and sports.

You Are My Favorite Feeling

Max and Nela are fundamentally di�erent. Because the IT guy,
who has both feet on the ground in his professional life, is
looking for a safe haven and hopes to soon meet the woman
he can spend the rest of his life with. While Nela is running
away from all these clichés. The record store owner isn't big
on closeness and connection. So far.

When the two meet for the �rst time, in a bridal store, of all
places, the spark is irrevocably ignited. The only problem is
that Nela is wearing a wedding dress, complete with veil and
train. This is not because she intends to walk down the aisle
anytime soon though but because one drunken evening she
admitted to her friends that she is not interested in getting
married, but would not object to a pretty white rag. Max, for
his part, is in the bridal store helping a woman with whom
he seems extremely familiar into an out�t for a civil
ceremony. So obviously, they both think that the other is
about to wed someone else – but that couldn't be further from
the truth.

However, even during their second and third chance
encounter, all signs add to this misunderstanding: Max is
certainly not picking out cake toppers in a hip pastry shop for
no reason. Or is he? And Nela wouldn't pose with a bling on
her hand that didn't come from her �ancé. Or would she?

When Max's IT company moves in above Nela's record store,
the attraction between the two grows stronger. They hang
around the mailbox for an inordinate amount of time waiting
for the other to come by so they can chat a little. Taking
forever to lock one’s bicycle in front of the house also works
quite well to prompt chance encounters. But under the
circumstances, of course, no one wants to make the �rst
move and dare to let their sympathy lead to a kiss. Even
though the temptation is growing.

Can Nela and Max ever clear up this mix-up? And even if they
can – would their fundamentally di�erent plans for life ever
be compatible?

Kyra Groh | You Are My Favorite Feeling
Ullstein Taschenbuch  | Commercial Fiction, Romantic Comedy  | Taschenbuch  | 120 × 187 mm  | ISBN ���-�-���-�����-�  |
Price D: 11,99 €  | 416 Pages  | Published: 26.01.2023 Available as e-book
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When your world is sinking into darkness, you
need someone to show you the sun.

© Antonia Wesseling

Antonia Wesseling lives in Cologne with her cats. She
began inventing her own stories as a child and
started publishing books for young people later on.
Besides being an author, she blogs on Instagram
and YouTube (@antoniawesseling) about good
books, her love for writing, and mental health.

Where You Will Find Us (Light in the Dark-Series
Volume 2)

A dream comes true for Melina when her cooking videos go
viral on the web, and it looks like she could turn her passion
into a career. She'd rather share her latest creations with her
boyfriend Ben than with her followers though. But he is
struggling with exhausting exams and is withdrawing from
her more and more. Mel su�ers from not being able to
connect with him anymore, not being able to help him.
While Ben hardly ever leaves the house, Mel seeks distraction
in the world of in�uencers. Their great love suddenly faces a
great challenge: life itself.

The topics depression and burn out are at the center of this
touching love story - Antonia Wesseling can write about them
so well because she herself is a�ected (#ownvoice). And the
novel does away with toxic masculinity in romance: it is
appreciative, encouraging, and thus very zeitgeisty.

Part one of the Light in the Dark-Series will be published in
Dutch by Kobo Rakuten.

Antonia Wesseling | Where You Will Find Us (Light in the Dark-Series Volume 2)
Forever  | Romance, New Adult  | Paperback  | 135 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-�����-���-�  | Price D: 14,99 €  | 432 Pages  |
Published: 27.04.2023 Available as e-book
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Love, life, and astrology: A touching novel about
mental health that gives hope.

© Romina Uhrlau

Lydia Schmölzl read Media Studies and English in
Bonn and New York. Her stories are taken from real
life and feature a lot of humor, romance, and
wanderlust. She is the owner of a communications
agency and lives in Cologne with too many shoes
and never enough books.

When the Stars Align

Lola has a thriving imagination. Books, computer games,
movies - she lives in many worlds, just not the real one. An
obsessive-compulsive disorder con�nes her to her apartment
most of the time. That's why Lola believes she's in the
seventh circle of hell when her doctor prescribes massages, of
all things, because of her back pain. And she thunders
through to the ninth when she meets her physical therapist.
Felix is her complete opposite: popular, cool, and super�cial.
Lola is all the more surprised when Felix seems to not only
soothe her tensions, but also her soul.  United by their
passion for astrology, both have to dig deep and confront
their darkest inner secrets before having a chance at a future
together. 

Lydia Schmölzl writes New Adult with a twist. Creating vivid
characters who let the reader experience their crises, dramas,
and bliss up close, she tackles the hard stu� never losing
sight of the entertaining part of the plot line.

Lydia Schmölzl | When the Stars Align
Forever  | New Adult, Commercial Fiction  | Paperback  | 135 × 205 mm  | ISBN ���-�-�����-���-�  | Price D: 14,99 €  | 384 Pages  |
Published: 01.06.2023 Available as e-book
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"There are no straight lines in this life." - FAZ

© Olaf Ballnus

A former police o�cer, advertising star, ex-bank

robber, and ex-convict -Samuel Njankouo Meffire has
been through a lot. He now leads a calmer life.
Married with two children, he works in youth
welfare with delinquent and severely troubled young
people.

Lothar Kittstein is a nationally acclaimed playwright.
His plays have been performed at many major
German theaters. The National Theater in Weimar
has commissioned Kittstein to write a major two-
part play about Samuel's life for the 21/22 season. As
a historian with a doctorate, Lothar Kittstein is also
ver y familiar with German-German histor y.

My Life

Samuel Me�re's life is an uphill battle from the start. His
father, a student from Cameroon, dies under mysterious
circumstances the day Samuel is born. His mother, an
aspiring engineer from East Germany, starts an excruciating
battle with the government to return the father’s body to his
homeland – a �ght that leaves her broken and unable to
properly care for her children.

Samuel �nds validation and belonging in sports. Against all
odds, he becomes East Germany's �rst black police o�cer. In
the 1990s, an era marked by upheaval and unrest, he is the
face of an anti-racism campaign. He is invited to politicians'
receptions, talk shows, and shines in media appearances.
Under the overwhelming pressure from public life, he grows
frustrated by the highly bureaucratic state and leaves the
police force.

A whirlwind of events ensues: small criminal o�enses lead to
a bigger robbery going wrong, Samuel �ees Germany via
Paris and ends up in Congo. Eventually, he turns himself in
and spends seven years in prison. A�er his release, Samuel
�nds redemption once more on the "front line" of social
upheaval, this time as a social worker for violent youths and
as a successful author of dystopian crime novels.

Witty, enigmatic, and gripping – in his memoir, Samuel
Me�re looks back at the twists and turns of his unique life, at
the same time builds the portrait of a rarely depicted part of
German history.

Samuel Me�re's life story is also the basis for Disney + �rst
German original TV series, which will be available and
marketed internationally via the streaming platform in April
2023.  

Rights sold to:
UK Commonwealth (Little Brown) | France (Editions du
Rocher)
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A new take on Pompeii, antiquity, and the
liberating power of culture.

© Sandro Michahelles

Gabriel Zuchtriegel studied Classical Archaeology at
the Humboldt University in Berlin and received his
PhD from the University of Bonn in 2010. In 2015, he
was appointed director of the Paestum
Archaeological Park and its museum. Since
Februar y 2021, he is director of the archaeological
park in Pompeii.

The Magic of Ruin

"Art and archaeology have much to do with pain, loss, death, and

violence, much like many of our personal stories - in Pompeii, the city

'buried alive' by Vesuvius in 79 AD, this is more evident than anywhere

else." 

Snack-bars, a slave room, Greek theatres, villas, thermal
baths, and temples - the excavations in Pompeii reveal a
world. But what does it have to do with us? Gabriel
Zuchtriegel, the new director of the World Heritage Site,
impressively demonstrates that buried antiquities, rigid ruins,
and silent images have a lot to say about us.

Almost daily, Gabriel Zuchtriegel's work brings him into
contact with traces of the catastrophe that destroyed Pompeii
in 79 A.D. Unmade beds, dishes le� standing, bodies of
victims of the volcanic eruption encased in ash but also,
captivating works of art, such as the sculpture of a sleeping
�sherman boy curled up just as children still do today when
the blanket is too short. 

This book highlights these moments and shows how
essential they are to feel and covey why antiquity is still
relevant today. Gabriel Zuchtriegel uses archaeological
discoveries from the 19th century to the present day to bring
us closer not only to excavation techniques but also to issues
that are linked to changes in society and our present. He
connects all this with his career as an archaeologist, who not
only wants to preserve the World Heritage Site but is
committed to making sure that everyone understands this
place as their own.

All prior knowledge is of no use if you don't let yourself be
touched in your innermost being by the art and living world of
antiquity - and anyone can do that, even without a degree in
archaeology.

Rights sold to:
Italy (Feltrinelli)
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Secluded but not withdrawn: Women’s lives and
loves, business and politics in medieval
convents

© John Cairns

© HHU

Henrike Lähnemann is the �rst woman to hold a chair
in the Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages at
the University of Oxford, where she teaches German
literature of the Middle Ages and works on textual
and pictorial evidence from the nunneries of
northern Germany.

 

 

Eva Schlotheuber is Professor of Medieval Histor y at
Heinrich Heine University in Düsseldorf. She was
the �rst woman to ser ve as chair of the Association
of Geman Historians from 2016 to 2021.

Unheard of Women

A�er the spectacular �nd of a rich convolute of letters,
Professors Lähnemann and Schlotheuber do away with the
stereotype of the obedient nun trapped behind thick convent
walls and open the doors into an unknown world that has
been ignored by historiography until now.

Life in the convent was by no means dreary. On the contrary,
for some young women from patrician families and the
landed gentry, it held great advantages such as the
opportunity of varied enterprises and studies that they would
have been excluded from in married life. The letters re�ect
their high level of education. Eloquently, the women writers
alternate between Latin and Low German, allusions to
liturgical texts or prayers can be found alongside pragmatic
decisions of daily life.

Their sources allow the authors to let the nuns themselves
speak. And a new image of strong women choosing a life of
seclusion emerges, con�dent and at times de�ant nuns who
use the creative leeway within the cloisters, have excellent
networks, and are actively shaping the changing society of
the late Middle Ages.
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On overcoming a patriarchal structure veiled in
romance yet immensely destructive.

© Susanne Erler

Emilia Zenzile Roig holds a PhD in political science
and is the founder of the Center for Intersectional
Justice (CIJ) in Berlin. She teaches at various
universities and gives keynotes and lectures on
intersectionality, feminism, racism, discrimination.
Emilia is an Ashoka Fellow and was named the
"Most In�uential Woman of the Year" by the Impact
of Diversity Award in 2022.

The End of Marriage

Marriage is sacrosanct in our society. Despite its
institutionalization, it is romanticized as the epitome of love.
Yet for women, marriage o�en means exacerbating inequality
and �nancial dependence. Marriage standardizes
relationships and family, controls women’s sexuality,
property, and labor. As beautiful and desirable as getting
married seems to many, it ultimately leads women into a
dependency based on a�ect, wealth, social norms, and legal
regulations.

Best-selling author Emilia Roig proclaims the end of
marriage and shows how marriage, and with it, heterosexual
monogamy, was enforced and how marriage became an
important pillar of capitalism. She looks at care and sex work
and examines the role marriage plays in maintaining a
nation's cultural and ethnic traits. She asks whether it is
possible to love men and overthrow the patriarchy at the same
time and seeks to rede�ne love. Ultimately, abolishing
marriage would be liberating not only for women, but for
everyone. 

In her courageous and provocative book, Roig reveals what
lies behind the marital façade and lets us glimpse new and
free concepts of care and community that might await us a�er
The End of Marriage. 

The press on Emilia Roig's bestseller Why We Matter:

"A plea to rethink the world." - Die Zeit

"Those who let Roig enlighten them about reality will

be better oriented in the debates of the future." - Der

Spiegel

"Emilia Roig accomplishes the feat of drawing a

startlingly dense panorama of hierarchies,

devaluations, and denied opportunities without

making it sound like a reckoning, but instead rather

inviting and embracing." - Süddeutsche Zeitung
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"The book is a plea to cosy up in a wool blanket
and see it as an act of resistance against
capitalism."

© Makbule Keles

Nadia Shehadeh is a sociologist and author, lives in
Bielefeld, and loves live music, pop absurdities, and
deco junk. She runs her own blog,
shehadistan.com, and co-runs the blog project
maedchenmannscha�.net. Shehadeh is a columnist
for Missy Magazine as well as Neues Deutschland
and a freelance writer for taz. She has been working
as a sociologist in adult and youth work since 2007.

Anti-Girlboss

"Work hard, party hard!" "Performance pays o� !" Author and
scociologist Nadia Shehadeh has heard enough of such empty
phrases. What if the executive job with responsibility isn't
fun, but sorting paper at the copy machine is? What if you
don't want to lead a life on the fast lane, but would rather lie
on the couch? And what if the performance principle, praised
by many, is actually just a fairy tale that can't explain status
di�erences and makes people unhappy? 

Women in particular are told that they can free themselves
from social injustice by way of individual ambition. Nadia
Shehadeh believes that this is a collective self-deception,
which per�diously deceives us into believing that we have
equal opportunities and drives us to do more and more paid
and unpaid work. Instead of stressing out about winning this
rigged game, she advocates life as an anti-girlboss: ambition
no longer plays a major role, and the average is not despised
but welcomed. She advocates maintaining a comfort zone that
protects against burning out for outside demands. 

When we realize that it is not all important to have
everything, to be able to do everything, and to always work at
the limit, life becomes not only a lot easier, but also happier.

Nadia Shehadeh | Anti-Girlboss
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One of the most influential scientists of our time
on the correlation between climate change and
social inequalities.

Marsy Thorsdottir

Friederike Otto researches in Climate Science at the
Grantham Institute for Climate Change. She is a
physicist with a doctorate from the Free University
Berlin in philosophy and was director of the
Environmental Change Institute at the University of
Oxford before joining Imperial College London in
October 2021. Her main research interest is on
extreme weather events and understanding whether
and to what extent these are made more likely or
intense due to climate change - known by experts as
'climate change attribution'.  In 2021 she was
recognised fon the TIME100 list as one o the world’s
most in�uential individuals.

Climate Injustice

Climate change does not a�ect all of us in the same way.
Friederike Otto uses eight extreme weather events as speci�c
examples and asks what their real causes are, who is
particularly a�ected, and above all: what climate justice
actually means and what needs to be done to achieve it.
Comparing the Ahr Valley �oods to �oods in Pakistan, we can
learn how di�erent the e�ects of these disasters can be. But
examples such as the bush�res in Australia also show that
wealth is no protection against smoke poisoning where
media and politics prevent change by deliberate
misinformation.

Climate change is not destroying humanity, but human lives
and livelihoods. We marvel at record temperatures, wind
speeds, and rainfall, but ask too few questions about who is
particularly exposed to them, who cannot recover - and why.
Inequality and injustice are why climate change is still
humanity’s problem. Fairness and global justice must be at
the core of its solution. Climate justice concerns us all.

Friederike Otto's previous book, Angry Weather, was translated
into �ve languages and hailed as "the best book on climate
change" by Deutschlandfunk. 

Rights sold to:
World English (Greystone)
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An internationally renowned climate researcher
presents a comprehensive approach to solving
the big problems of our times.

© Mathias Bothor

Anders Levermann received his PhD in theoretical
physics from the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot,
Israel. For more than 20 years, he has worked at the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research,
where he heads the Complexity Research
Department. He is a professor at the Physics Institute
of the University of Potsdam and at Columbia
University in New York. For the past 15 years, he has
contributed to the reports of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). He publishes in
the Frankfurter Allgemeine, the Süddeutsche
Zeitung, and the Guardian, and has lectured on
physical and societal aspects of climate change from
the UN in New York to the European Parliament in
Brussels.

Folding the World

We are at the end of the age of expansion - and we need an
idea for the next big step. The �nite nature of our planet
collides with the need for rapid social development. The
desperate, albeit understandable, call for austerity is helpless
and not very e�ective. But the mathematical principle of
convolution, or folding, could provide a solution because it
allows in�nite development in a �nite world. Not growth into
more, but growth into diversity.

Folding the world can form a fundamental new adjunct to our
current social system, preventing the tearing apart of our
societies and the earth on which we live. To implement it, we
need to de�ne clear boundaries as is already happening in
emissions trading and could conceivably be done in a new
form of corporate taxation. Our freedom would not be unduly
restricted and no individual regulation as in a planned
economy would be required. In the process, our societies
would be held together, and the �niteness of our planet
accepted.
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Who controls the data, controls the future.

© Miguel Ferraz

Prof. Dr. Johannes Caspar is a lawyer and legal
philosopher. From 2009 to 2021 he was Hamburg's
Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of
Information, and from 2015 to 2021 he represented
the independent German data protection
authorities of the federal states in the European Data
Committee in Brussels. With his work, he has set
standards for data protection in Europe and

worldwide. According to the English-language weekly Politico, Johannes Caspar
was one of the 28 most in�uential people in Europe in 2020. He currently
teaches and researches at the University of Hamburg and the Bucerius Law
School and works as an author.

Data Slaves

In global data societies, information about people's actions,
thoughts, and feelings is key. Individuality is being
systematically exploited on a massive scale as we are
becoming the resource of a digital e�ciency revolution. It is
good for the business of powerful data leeches and it bene�ts
states that use data for social management and control all the
way to oppression.

Johannes Caspar shows that democracy, freedom, and
solidarity are threatened. But he does not want to turn back
time. Data itself is not evil or good. We need it. But what
happens to our data is a central question in the 21st century.
We need to shed the passive role of data providers and instead
take an active role and reclaim our digital sovereignty by
taking the issue to the streets, to the media, to the o�ces of
tech giants, to parliaments, and to courtrooms. This book
shows what democratic digitization could look like and how
civil society and digital transformation can be reconciled.

"The inquisitor." - Politico

"One of Europe's most outspoken data protection

regulators" - Bloomberg

Johannes Caspar | Data Slaves
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Our muscles can do much more than strengthen
us - they are key to keeping both body and soul
healthy.

© Sebastian Bahr

Prof. Dr. Ingo Froböse received his PhD from the
German Sport University in Cologne. He heads the
Center for Health through Sport and Exercise and
the Institute for Exercise Therapy and Exercise-
Oriented Prevention and Rehabilitation. He is also
an expert advisor for the German government on
prevention issues and works as a scienti�c advisor
on preventive health care for health insurance

companies.He regularly writes books on the topics of health, sport and
nutrition, many of which have become bestsellers.

Muscles. The Health Fixers

Bestselling author Ingo Froböse dedicates his new book to a
hitherto little-known phenomenon: the healing power of our
muscles. Only if we know how our muscles work and how
they in�uence the rest of the body can we actively contribute
to staying healthy or becoming healthy. Because the loss of
muscle mass, especially in the second half of life, is
responsible for many di�erent diseases such as heart attacks,
diabetes, or obesity. Too little muscle is the main cause of
many disease processes in men and women over 60. Based on
current scienti�c �ndings, the health expert explains that and
in what way our muscles not only have an enormous
in�uence on the immune system, the sugar and fat
metabolism, on the heart and circulation, and the remaining
organs, but also to a large extent on our psyche.

An indispensable book that explains why the proper use of
our muscles is vital for us by the author of the top �ve
bestseller The Metabolism Compass that will also be
published in Estonian, Spanish, and Taiwanese.
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